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A CLASS OF NEAR-PERFECT
CODED APERTURES*

T. H. Cannon
E. E. Fenimore

University of California
LOS Alarm Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico S7545

Coded aperture ima9in9 of gamna ray sources has
promised an improvement in the sensitivity of var-
detector systems. The promise has remained larae-

ly unfulfilled,-however, for”etther one of two reaso;s.
First, the encoding/decodingmethod produces artifacts,
which even in the absence of quantum noise, restri:t
the quality of the reconstructed image. This is true
of most correlation-typemethods. Second, If the de-
coding procedure is of the deconvolution variety, small
tetms in the transfer function of the ?perture can lead
to excessive noise in the reconstructed image.

He propose to circumvent both of these problems by
use of a uniformly redundant array (URA) as the coded
aperture in conjunction with a special correlation de-
cnding method. The correlation of the decoding array zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
w ith the aperture results In a delta function with de-
tennlnistically zero sidelobes. The properties of the
encoding/decodingmethod are similar to those of the
nonredundant pinhole array (NRA), howver, the URA can
be composed of thousands of holes whereas the NRA con-
tains less than 40. In short, the URA offers the
transmission advantage of the random array or Fresnel
zone plate without introducing the artifacts typically
seen when those apertures and others are used.

It is shown that the reconstructed image in the
URA system contains virtually uniform noise regardless
of the structure in the original source. Therefore,
the imprcwment over a single pinhole camra will be
relatively larger for the brighter points in the source
than for the low intensity points. In the case of a
large detector background noise the URAWI1l always do
wch better than the single pinhole regardless of the
structure of the object. In the case of a low detector
background noise, the improvement of the URAover the
single pinhole will have a lower limit of approximately

(1/2f)’/2 where f Is the fraction of the field of view
which is unlfonnly fllledby the object.

.
‘introduction.——

Coded aperture imaginq was {ntroduced by Illcke’
and Ables2 for applicat~on-in x-ray astronom~. The
basic concept is to replace the single opening of a
simple pinhole camera with many openings called col-
lectively the aperture. The recorded picture will thus
consist of many overlapping images of the emitting ob-
ject and in general bears no res mblante to the object.

5Coquteror optical processingl- of the picture is re-
quired in order to produce the “reconstructed object”
which hopefully will resemble the original source.

The analysis methods developed so far can be cate-
gorized as either a decanvolution or a correlation.
TtwPfollowing is a heuristic view.of these two methods.

‘Work performed und~ the auspices of the U.S. Depart-
nmnt of Energy, Contract No. W7405-ENG-36, and
NASA Grant S-57094A.

I f the recorded pfcture Is represented by the
functlcn P, the aperture by A and the object by O, then

P=(O*A)+n (1)

where 9 is the correlation operator and n Is some noise
function. These terms are more fully defined In Ref. 4,
hereafter referred to as Paper I. In the deconvolution
methods, the object is solved for by

6 = R@{@ (p)/# [A)}

= O+ R~-’{,Y(n)/S(A)}

(2)

-1
where$,,~ , and R are respectively the Fourier trans-

form, the inverse Fourier transform and the reflection
operator.

The main problem with deconvolutlon methods Is that

S(A) might have small terms. For example, we have
empirically determined that roughly 15% of the Fourier
transforms of 32 by 32 binary random arrays have at
least one term which ~s zero. Although it is possible
to avoid these particular arrays, It appears that it is
a general property of large binary random arrays to
have some small terms in their Fourier transform. These
small terms can cause the noise to dominate the recon-
structed object. The situation with deconvolutlon
methods has been Improved, however, by using Wiener
filterlng (Uoodet al.s). Because of the Door noise-
“handlingcharacteristics of the deconvolution methods,
this paper will emphasize the correlation method.

In the correlation method the reconstructed object
is defined to be

5= P*G=RO*(A*G)+n* G (3)

6,7
where G Is called the postprocessing array and 1s
chosen such that A ● G approximates a delta function.
in general, we do not mean G to be the convr,lutional

inverse function (A-’), rather G will be selected i- ~n
ud &u manner such that A ● G has desirable properties,
Normally Gwill be a binary array (as 1s A). If A ● G

.
ie a delta function, then O ❑ O + n ● G, and the object
has been perfectly reconstructed except for the pre-
sence of the notse term. Note that the noise ten’nin
Eq. (3) w~ll not have singularities as In the deconvo-
lution method.

The original expectation of obtaining a rou~hly ~
Improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (due to the N
openings in the aperture) has not been realized because
A + G {n general w ill not be a delta function. A point

on the object will contribute.to the reconstructed ob-
ject the distribution A ● G’fhstead of a delta function.

1
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✎zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAThus, even if there Is no background noise and the
source Is intense enough such that shot noise is not a
problem, the SNR for a point smrce becomes a fixed
nmber regardless of the exposure time. The SNR be-
COllIeSthe ratio Of the central peak in A ● G to the
“nolsem in A * G, that is, the square root of the vari-
ance of the sidelobes. The resulting artifacts place a
llmlton the possib?e SNR improvement. The situation
Is much worse when the object is not a point source but
is extended. In the extended case, the artifacts from
a2Z ~lnts In the object contribute noise to each point
In the reconstructed object.. The result is a lW SNR
which cannot be improved because the noise is set by
the structure in A ● G rather than counting statistics
or background levels. In fact, the SNR for the coded
aperture techniqul!can be smaller than the SNR for a
cqaratlve single pinhole csmera if the cbject is
extended.

Cholceof Encoding and Decoding Functions

There are a few arrays such that A * G is eff.ec-
tiueZy a delta function (assuming A ● G is sampled on
the same scale as the size of the pinholes). Nonre-
dundant array: (NRA) have the the property that their
autocorrelations (i.e., A ● A) consist of a central
spike with the sidelobes equal to unity out to some par-
ticular lag, L, and either zero or unity beyond that.a
A true delta function would have all sidelobes cut to
Inflnita lags equal to zero. If all the sidelobes are
equal to a constant value (such as unity), then the
only ●~fect on the reconstructed object is the addition
of a ret,mvabledc level. However, the sidelobes of the
NRA are rot all equal to the Sam value and thus the
reconstructed object will contain artifacts unless the
object is extremly small.

T re Is a class of arrays called pseudo-noise
Parrays F1O from which an A and G can be generated such

that A ● G is a delta function. In the pseudo-noise
arrays the number of times that a particular separation
(between a patr of “holes” or one In the aperture array)
occurs Is a constant regardless of which separation
distance Is under consideration, that is, the separa-
tlOIISare unifotmly redundant. Idehave labeled all
arrays (Paper I) for which all separations (less than
som maximum L) between pairs of holes occur a constant
number of tifi~sas “uniformly redundant arrays (lIRA).”
Thus, both the NRA and the arrays derived from pseudo-
nolse arrays are uniformly redundant arrays.

The URA apert’Jrewill be a section of an infinite
unlfotmly redundant array consisting of a nmsaic of
identical basic arrays. The benefits and details of
mosalcing are outlined In Paper I. These arrays follow
fran the pseudo-noise arrays described by Calabro and
Uolf.9 The basic array will have dimensions r by s

where rand s are prim numbers and r-s equals 2.
Thus, A(i,j) = A(I,J), where I = modri andJ ■ nmdqj.

Furthtmore,

A(l,J)=OlfI=O

lifJ=O, I~O

1 If Cr!I)Cs(J) = 1

0 othemdse

where

Cr(I) ■ 1 ffthere exfsts an inte9erx,l <X < r

such that I ■ modrx2 (4)

-1 othendse.

2

The postprocessing array, G, will be a section of
the function

G(i,j)= 1 lfA(i,j)= 1

■ -1 if A(l,j) ■ O
(5)

which is used because it can be show that the
correlation of A with G is a mosaic of delta functions
with zero sidelobes. Figure 1 shows a URA array with
r=43and$c41.

Fig. 1. A43by41 unifotmly
redundant array (mosaicked)

The details of Implementing A and G, including a
mosaicking method that permits the aperture to be larger
than previous coded aperture arrangements, are given
in Paper 1.

~stem Point-Spread Functions

Many of the characteristics of an imaging system
can be seen in the system point-spread function (SPSF).
The SPSF is defined to be the reconstructed object
resultlng from imaging a point source. FromEq. (3),

SPSF=A*G (6)

The SPSF’S for three different coded aperture systems
are outlined below.

For the matched analysis process,1’6G Is identical
to A, and thus the SPSF is the autccorrelation of the
aperture array. Figure 2a is a one-dimensional slice
through a typical SPSF for the matched process. The
two-dimensionalSPSF is a spike on top of a pyramid.
The ratio of the height of the spike to the height of
the pyramid is the ratio of the number of pinholes to
the nwnberof possible pinhole positions (the “density,”
.5 In our example).

The reconstructed image will consist of the orig-
inal image (source distribution) plus the image con-
volved with the pyramid. This will cause a severe de-
degradation of the spatial resolution, especially if
the source distribution is of low contrast, This de-
gradation persists regardless of exposure time, and
thus represents an upper limit on image quality,

The SPSF for the matched process can be greatly
In’provedby replacing the zeroes In G with -1’s.
Paper I refers to this as balanced correlation which
is similar to the mismatch method of Brown.6slt The
SPSF for the balanced correlation method is a delta
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Fig. 2.

function with sidelobes having an ezpected value of
zero. Figure 2b is a one-dimensional slice through a
typical SPSF for the balanced correlation method.

The URA coded aperture system can be implemented
with either the matched decoding me nod or balanced
correlation. In either case the SPSF will be effec-
tively a delta function with perfectly flat sidelobes,
In the former case the sidelobe value is (r . s + 1)/4,
in the latter case it is zero. (See Fig. 2c. )

Simulations

liehave performed computer simulations in order to
demonstrate the differences between these various meth-
ods of coded aperture imaging. The matched and bal-
anced correlation methods will be simulated with no
source or detector noise in order to show that those
procedures have artifacts which dominate the recon-
structed object. An absence of noise is equivalent to
exposing for a very long time with a perfect detector.
The simulation of the IJRAsystem will include the noise
and signal characteristics of an Anger camera viewing
a one-millicurie source. Even under these conditions,
the URA approach will be superior to the random
array .echniqL~:when they are applied under perfectly
noiseless conditions.

The test object, Fig. 3a, is a high-contrast ob-
ject in the shape of a man. The man consists of 164
equally intense points in a 40 by 40 array. H’s inte-
grated intensity is approximately 1 mill icurie. If the
aperture to object separation is 3 cm and each pinhc?e
is about .62 cm square, then each resolution element on
the nun emits ab6ut 210 photons/see through each pinhole.

A simulation using a 40 by 40 :andom array and the
amtched process resulted in a reconstructed object with
artifacts that were approximately 100 times larger than
the true signal. One effect of these artifacts is a
high dc level which can be removed. Fig. 3bshows the
nsult of having done this. There still remain suffi-
cient artifdcts to render the man indiscernible. Since
these artifacts are related to the convolution of the
source with t~.spyramid in Fig. 2a, the reconstruction
cannot be improved without u-prioti knowledge Jf the
source.

Fig. 3C shows the improvenmt attainable by using
the balanced correlation method. Some improvements can
be made to this result, but it still represents an up-
per limit on noiseless reconstruction quality.

The result of using a URA system with balanced
correlation to image the man is shown in Fig. 3d. Had
the simulation of the URA been performed under the same
noiseless conditions as those leading to Figs. 3b and
3c, the reconstruction would have been a perfect recon-
struction of Fig. 3a. The faint noise in the back-
ground of Fig. 3d is due to the quantum uncertainty in-
cluded in this simulation.

ma -to-Noise Ratio

The SNRwill be d:!finedas a function of the posi-
tion in the reconstructed object. If O is the original

.
source distribution and O the reconstruction. then

SNR(i,j) ■
+-
[vAR(6ij)j /2

(7)

where E(Oij) is the expected true value for the ij-th

point in the reconstructed object and VAR(6ij) is the
variance at that point. Note that Eq. (7) is similar



“b the square root of the ratio of the power in the
object to the power of the noise except it is taken on
a point-by-point basis.

Anme thorough definition of the terms ~sed here
as well as the derivation of the followin signal-to-

?ratio expression can be found in Ref. 12 hereafter
referred to s Paper II).

■☞ (B)
‘NRij

*em ‘t= :;%
and B is the ntier of detector

background “count~n in each element of the encoded
,~lcture.

The major improve~nt resulting fran the URA is
ths elimination of artifacts. In other coded aperture
systems a fourth term is present in Eq. (8). This arti-
fact term is proportional to the square of the inte-
grated signal and will almost always dominate the other
three terms. Its presence alone is the determining
factor In the SNR expression (for correlation decoding
methods). Since this term Is proportional to the
square of the signal and the noise is proportional to
the square root of the denominator, the signal strength
tinn In the numerator is canceled out by the artifact
teno. The result is that non-URA systems have a basic
SNR limit which cannot be improved through longer ex-
posure tlms.

The URA has no artifact term in the denominator,
leavlng just the three terms shown in Eq. (8). The
l!mlting factor now becomes the It term, which may

produce sufficient noise to offset the advantage of
the increased signal through the many pinholes. This
- limiting factor is orders of magnitude less severe
than that of the artifact term, and thus many more ob-
jects will be anmable for viewing by a URA syster
than by other coded aperture systems.

In Paper 11 a figure ofmerlt is obtained for the
URAby comparing It to a single pinhole camera. We
define F,j as the advantage of the URA over the single

pinhole as a function of position in the reconstructed
object:

“@%+&’]”2‘g)
Fran this It can be shown that the URAWI1l have a net
advantage whenever B (the background noise) is large.
In the case of low detector background noise, the im-
provement of the URA over the pinhole will have a low-

er limit of approximately (1/2f)1’2, where f is the
fraction of the field of view which is uniformly
filled by the object.

Conclusions

Coded aperture techniques were originally intro-
duced to obtain an improved signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for low-intensity sources (particularly x-ray
sources) while maintaining high angular resolution.
An improved zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBASNRCatI be obtained with the matched pro-
cess if the emitting object cunsists of a few bright
point sources. However, as the object becomes complex
tk random array methods no longer give an improved
SNR (for example see Fig. 3b).

He have pointed out that the matched process can
be improved by just a slight change in the analysis
procedure. The balanced correlation method is used
with the same recorded picture as the matched process.
The balanced correlation method subtracts out the high-
contrast inherent background as the reconstruction ob-
ject is being calculated and thus does not have the
object-dependent, high-contrast background character-
istic of the matched process. Figure 3C demonstrates
the improvement possible by using the balanced correla-
tion nx?thod.

The unifotmly redundant arrays (LIRA)offer still
furttir improvements. The URA combines the high-
transmission characteristics of the random array with
the flat sidelobe advantage of the nonredundant arrays.
The high transmission provides a capability to image
very low-intensity sources, and the flat sidelobes mean
that there will be no artifacts to obscure low-contrast
sources.

The simulations shti that the URAwith shot and
background noise produces a much better reconstructed
object than the randc+narrays with no shot or back-
ground noise (see Fig. 3d). Furthenmre, since there
is no limiting SNRset by the artifacts (see Eqs, (8)
and (9)) with a longer exposure time one can see smaller
and snuller contrast changes in the reconstructed
object.
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Fig. 3a. Shown above Is the test objkct used In the
computer simulations of this paper. Each
point In the man emits 210 photons per
second per pinhole.

Fig. 3b. This figure represents the result of having
imaged the man (Fig. 3a) through a random
pfnhole aperture and then having decoded
using the matched decoding process. The
high background bias, which is signal-
dependent, nearly obliterates the man. The
simulation was noise-free, hence the bias
stems entirely from the nature of the SPSF
of Fi 2a.

7“
In som cases in which the

dlstr butfon of the object is partially
knom, an attempt could be made to mitigate
the bias effects. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

Fig. 3C. This figure is the result of having imaged
the man through a random aperture and then
having decoded using the balanced correla-
tionmethod. This was a noise-free simula-
tion and hsnce represents an upper limit on
the obtainable image quality.

Fig. 3d. This picture demonstrates the result of
having used a uniformly redundant array
#nd the balanced correlation decoding
~thod. Quantum statistics on the source
as well as background noise were included
in the simulaticm. Even higher quality is
obtainable through longer exposure time.

.




